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Abstract. In this paper we propose a self-localization method for mobile
WSNs(MWSNs) in which all sensor nodes have mobility. Our method adopts the
use of relay nodes which can transmit positional information from the anchor
node outside the one-hop communication range of a sensor node. As a result,
our method reduces energy consumption and obtains accurate positions of each
node.

1 Introduction
Localizing node positions for WSNs is a significant research topic because positional information is a critical factor in various applications such as animal tracking,
earthquake monitoring and location aided routing [1]. Accordingly there has been
growing interest in localization algorithms in numerous fields. In addition, future
WSNs will consist of a large number of sensor nodes communicating over a wireless
channel, performing distributed sensing and cooperative data processing for various
applications [ 2 ]. Many applications involve mobile networks with unpredictable
movement patterns [3]. Naturally it is important that obtains the latest position of each
sensor node in MWSN where all nodes have mobility.

2 Our Proposed Method
Our method assumes the following. First, a GPS-free sensor node estimates its own
position by using the relative distance from the anchor nodes equipped with GPS. An
anchor node sends its positional information to the sensor nodes or the relay nodes
within its one-hop communication range using a received signal strength indicator
(RSSI). Second, all nodes know their speed and direction of their movements and their
residual energy. Third, all sensor nodes are not static but migrating at a lower speed
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than that of the anchor nodes. At last, all sensor nodes and anchor nodes exist in twodimensional space.
To select optimal relay nodes, we rely mostly on the following three factors; the
distance from the anchor node to the relay node candidates, their angle deviation from
the anchor node’s moving pattern, and their residual energy. After choosing relay
nodes based on factors, we could activate the least number of relay nodes. An optimal
relay node is selected by evaluating its potential value as a candidate in relation to the
anchor node’s moving patterns. The relay node candidate with the highest potential
value should be the selected as the optimal relay node. Potential value is formulated
as follows:

PV i = α ∗ DC + β ∗ AD + γ ∗ EL
 D 
r r
E
= α ∗ 1 − i  + β ∗ cos(vi , li ,d ) + γ ∗ residual
R
Einital

T 
where,
PVi : Potential value of the relay node candidate i
α, β, γ : Potential factors (α+β+γ=1)
Di : the distance from the relay node candidate i to the anchor
RT : transmission range
r
vi : Vector for velocity of anchor
r
li ,d : Vector for the location of node i
r r
cos(vi , li ,d ) : Cosine value of angel made by these vectors
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Fig. 1. Selecting a relay node based on neighboring steadiness.
Fig. 1 is an example of how to select a relay node among sensor nodes while the
anchor node is moving. Candidate S1 is selected as the optimal relay node because the
value of PV for S1 is larger than that of S2. Also, when two factors of PV for both
S1and S2 are the same, the nearer node S1 should be selected as the optimal relay
node. Thus, neighboring steadiness of S1 is more durable than that of S2.
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3 Simulation Results
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Fig. 2. The number of rounds when the nodes die

Fig. 2 shows the number of rounds when a sensor node dies. We demonstrated these
through two simulated cases: The first case had adopted relay nodes in the network
and the other had not. A sensor node in the first showed a longer lifetime than did in
the other case.

4 Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a self-localization method which adopts the use of
relay nodes to obtain estimations and to reduce energy consumption for MWSN. Our
main idea is to select optimal relay nodes that help keep sufficient amount of energy
and neighboring steadiness longer through an anchor node’s moving patterns used to
transmit is qualified. To select optimal relay node, we use the following three factors;
distance from the anchor nodes to the relay node candidates, their angle deviation
from the anchor nodes’ moving pattern, and their residual energy. In conclusion, our
method obviously improves the accuracy of localizing mobile sensor nodes and reduces the total energy consumption for MWSN.
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